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NEW PRODUCT

Our updated  12V Surface Mounted Rangehood is designed to elevate your kitchen 
experience. Its versatile design, incorporating touch panel controls, makes it an 
ideal choice for caravans, campervans and motorhomes. Experience the following 
benefits when you choose our rangehood for your caravan.

Features

Mobile Ventilation:
Ensure a comfortable and odour-free cooking environment inside 
your caravan. The 12V power supply makes it perfectly suited for 
all types of mobile living, allowing you to enjoy efficient  
ventilation wherever your travels take you.

Space Optimisation:
With its compact surface mount design, this rangehood is tailored 
to maximise space efficiency in your caravan kitchen. Enjoy  
effective ventilation without sacrificing valuable storage space.

Energy Efficiency for Mobile Living:
The 12V power supply makes it suitable for caravans and ensures 
energy-efficient operation, helping you conserve power resources 
during your travel.

Easy Installation for Travel Convenience:
Our rangehood is designed for quick and easy installation, perfect 
for the on-the-go lifestyle of caravan owners. The straightforward 
setup allows you to focus on your adventures rather than 
complicated installations. 

Quiet Operation for Tranquil Travel:
Experience the tranquillity of your caravan with the low-noise 
operation of our rangehood. Enjoy your cooking endeavours 
without the disturbance of loud ventilation, making your travels 
more peaceful and enjoyable.

Durability for Travel Challenges:
Built with durable materials, our rangehood can withstand the 
challenges of mobile living. Whether you’re navigating outback 
Australia or encountering various weather conditions, you can 
rely on the durability of our product.

Upgrade your caravan kitchen with our updated 12V Surface Mounted Rangehood , bringing the convenience of 
efficient ventilation wherever your adventures may lead. Enjoy the freedom to cook comfortably and maintain a 
fresh atmosphere on the road.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Voltage 12V

Total Input Power 29W

Air Flow 60m3/hr

External Dimensions 530(L) x 310(W) x 60(H)mm

Net Weight 3.0KG

Warranty 12 Months
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